Voice User Interface Designer
(Freelance)
Do you want to make an impact in healthcare?
Our mission
In the Netherlands, approximately 1 in 6 workers currently work in health care. Looking at the expected future
need for health care, this will have to be 1 in 3 workers by 2040. Technology will play an important role in keeping
care available and accessible. At Attendi, we work on a solution to this social challenge.

Health care professionals have chosen their profession to help people and connect with them, not to sit in front of
a computer. At Attendi, our mission is to enable health care professionals to interact with software the way they
do with their clients, simply by using their voices. Our AI software, the Attendi Speech Service, is a solution that
allows software suppliers in the health care space to make their solutions fully speech-driven. In Electronic
Healthcare Records (EHR), health care professionals can process various registrations with their voice while not
losing their sight on clients.
Attendi is a company that is past the start-up phase. Due to our product integrations, Attendi already has a reach
of 100.000 health care professionals and this number is growing rapidly. The Attendi Speech Service, which is
already in use by health care professionals for daily reporting, is developing into a platform that can be used by
software suppliers to make various functionalities speech-driven. An increasing number of health care
organizations is discovering the value of this platform, driving Attendi’s growth.
Your responsibilities
At Attendi we are improving the user experience of healthcare software through the power of voice technologies.
You are familiar with Voice User Interfaces and at Attendi you come up with designs that attempt to solve the
problems. Very frequently you put the voice UI in front of our users, and you see how they interact with it. By
collecting as much feedback as possible you work towards a final version of your design. When the design is done
you communicate the results clearly with our development team. Our development team makes the technology
accessible for our software partners that use this to improve the usability of their products. To ensure they
include the features as desired by customers you support them in that process through clear documentation and
communication if necessary.
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Create comprehensive Voice User Interface Designs
Define general interaction specifications and systems behaviors for different user touch points
Coordination of the designs with technical requirements and restrictions
Conducting user research & usability testing
Collecting and presenting in-depth insights and voice trends to stakeholders

Experienced with VUI Design
Combine your affinity for language with your interest in software interaction
Have the desire to expand and apply your basic understanding of AI technologies
Have excellent English skills (nice to have if you also speak Dutch)
Able to visit customers in the Netherlands
Are a great team player
Are motivated to contribute to the quality and accessibility of health care

What we offer
• You work on an AI-driven solution used by thousands of health care professionals every day
• You work with young, smart and impact-driven colleagues that are also fun to work with
• You receive great compensation
• You can work remotely when not meeting customers
• Will have a healthy work-life balance
• Ability to work from our office in Amsterdam
Interested?
Please send your resume and motivation letter to: careers@attendi.nl

